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Sampan creates journeys in Myanmar and India. Our journeys
are for those seeking something different. They are journeys on
the edge of adventure with authentic, unexpected experiences.  
 
Our purpose is to create bridges between our guests and local
people. To help travellers make a connection through
unexpected encounters, to open their eyes to the possible and
dive deep into remote destinations. All our journeys attempt to
have a positive impact on local communities.  
 
Our journeys are handcrafted. We offer full customization
through an intimate service and personal recommendations.
Sampan’s team is based on-the-ground. This means that we are
able to greet most of our guests in person upon arrival. It also
ensures that we are in rhythm with the beat of the region,
abreast of developments and intimately familiar with our
partners. We try everything before we recommend it to our
guests.   

Sampan Travel 



Bertie moved from Berlin to Yangon in 2015.
Since then he has worked to develop Sampan
Travel as the best and most authentic conduit
for travellers wishing to explore and learn
about Myanmar.  

Bertie remained in Myanmar throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic and the military coup
which followed at the beginning of 2021.
Bertie believes that responsible travellers
have a vital role to play in Myanmar’s future.
  
Bertie expanded Sampan to eastern India in
2022 and when not travelling either there or
in Myanmar, is most likely to be found on his
mountain bike or watching Liverpool FC.  

Meet Bertie 
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Kolkata Airport Transfer 

Private car and driver
 

The Glenburn Penthouse

You will be greeted at Kolkata Airport (Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose
International Airport) and transferred into the city. 

At the heart of the city, just a short walk from Kolkata's vibrant Park Street, is the
Glenburn Penthouse. You will be welcomed here and left at leisure: enjoy one of
their "silver tips" teas from their Darjeeling estate while kicking back in the
sitting room, or head up to the infinity pool on the roof with a "G&Tea" and look
out over the Victoria Memorial. 

This evening you will be treated to a welcome dinner. The Penthouse, in
conjunction with Sampan, will create a contemporary Bengali tasting menu.
Bengal is regarded by many as the apex of Indian cuisine. Let's dive right in.
Wine will be paired with each course.  

Rob will join you at the Penthouse today and remain with you until the end of the
journey. Pepper him with questions as the sun sets over the Maidan. 

OVERNIGHT 

Wednesday  8
Kolkata

 
Penthouse Welcome Supper

Contemporary Bengali tasting menu with 
wine pairing

 



Maps pinpoint the centre of Kolkata as
Dalhousie Square: site of the General Post Office
and Writers Building, where once a hundred
million Indians were administered. 
 Revolutionary Bengalis pushed the British
administration to Delhi in 1911 and they were
completely out by 1947. Today Writers is empty.
The General Post Office groans. 

But the soul of the city lives on: in small
alleyways leading to the former dens of freedom
fighters; in the century-old sweet shops which
still attract crowds; in Kumartuli, where images
of Kali the Destroyer are crafted …

Kali … Black as night, eyes bloodshot, garland of
skulls round her throat and her tongue lolling
out in an ecstasy of violence. It is believed that
the city takes its name from her. Beneath this
metropolis built by merchants and bankers,
beats the black heart of the goddess of
destruction.   

This, perhaps, is the true centre of Kolkata.

Introduction to
Kolkata 

The Glenburn Penthouse



 
Kolkata Full Day Exploration 

Vehicles, drivers & English-speaking guide 
 

OVERNIGHT 

The Glenburn Penthouse 

Today you will embark on a specially curated exploration of Kolkata with a local
expert guide. 

This will include the colonial centre of the city at Dalhousie Square - Government
House, Writers Building and the General Post Office are all here. But this day's
excursion will go deeper than that: we will travel to the north of the city and
explore the role and influence of the leading figures of the Bengal Renaissance
such as the revolutionary poet Rabindranath Tagore and radical philosopher
Swami Vivekananda. Your guide will tease out the stories of freedom fighters as
well as controversial figures such as Subhas Chandra Bose, founder of the Indian
National Army, and how the role of revolutionary Bengalis threatened British rule
in India at the outbreak of the Second World War.  

Lunch will be included on the excursion. 

You will be left at leisure this evening. 

Thursday  9 
Kolkata 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabindranath_Tagore


 
Kolkata Airport Transfer 

Vehicles, driver & English-speaking guide 
 

Kolkata – Dimapur 
Flight

Dimapur to Kohima
Private vehicle, driver & English-speaking guide    Kohima Village View Point  Private vehicle, driver & English-speaking guide    

Supper at Razhü Pru
 
 
        

OVERNIGHT 

Razhü Pru 

Today you will be transferred from the Glenburn Penthouse to Kolkata Domestic
Airport to catch your flight to Dimapur in Nagaland. Yai, your local guide in
Nagaland and Manipur, will join you in Kolkata to ensure that your journey into the
northeast of India is as smooth as possible.  

From Dimapur you will begin your journey uphill towards Kohima, capital of
Nagaland, and enjoy lunch on the way. Before entering Kohima, you will stop off at
Zubza (where the 2 Division broke the Japanese roadblock during the Battle of
Kohima) and Jotsoma - where there is a memorial to General Grover, commander
of the 2 Division, erected by the local townspeople. 

Upon arrival in Kohima, you will be taken up to the viewpoint at the old 'Kohima
Village' so to give you a good impression of the town and the lay of the land. 

Check into Razhü Pru in time for supper in the hotel. 

Friday 10
Kolkata - Dimapur - Kohima 



The Nagas remained isolated from the
world until the 1800s. After a series of
battles with the British, the latter took
control of the hills. Relationships between
the two improved and by the time of WW2
the Allies were able to lean heavily on the
Nagas as staunch allies. In the 1940s
Kohima was made up of ‘Naga Village’ and
opposite that Kohima Ridge where was the
cottage of the District Commissioner
Charles Pawsey. It was partly due to
affection for Pawsey that the Kohima
Nagas fought so staunchly. 

Pawsey’s tennis court now sits within the
Commonwealth Cemetery. Naga Village is
under the sprawl of modern Kohima. When
the British left the Nagas within the new
India, the Nagas felt greatly let down. A
long-running insurgency led to peace talks,
now deadlocked over the issues of the Naga
flag and constitution. 

More: https://apnews.com/article/asia-
india-south-government-and-politics-
a38bd8d29ef6dd5030638b177a23d7da

Introduction to
Kohima

Yirmiyan Arthur for AP

https://apnews.com/article/asia-india-south-government-and-politics-a38bd8d29ef6dd5030638b177a23d7da


 
Kohima Full Day Exploration

Private car, driver; & English-speaking guide 
 

OVERNIGHT 

Razhü Pru 

This morning, on Remembrance Day, Rob & Yai will take you on a walking tour of
Kohima Ridge as you are taken through the remarkable battle of Kohima -
successfully argued by Rob in a National Army Museum debate in 2013 to be
Britain's greatest ever battle. 

This walking tour will include an abandoned tank and some of the old British
positions, including Jail Hill, DIS, Kuki Piquet and Garrison Hill. Although a
largely built-up area today, the walk on the ridge allows one to get a feel of one of
the most iconic battlefields of the Burma Campaign. This walk will culminate at
the Kohima War Cemetery where, among others, one can still see the outline of
the famous tennis court around which fierce fighting raged in 1944.

Enjoy lunch in Kohima.

This afternoon your exploration of Kohima will continue. 

In the evening, drinks and supper will be hosted at The Heritage Hotel in the
company of the directors of the Kohima Educational Society. This is an
opportunity to learn about the Naga experience since the end of WW2 - and
ways to support the education of Naga youth.  

Saturday 11
Kohima

 
Naga Thali Lunch

 
  

Drinks & Supper
The Heritage

 



 
Mount Puliebadze Exploration with Breakfast

Private car, driver; & English-speaking guide 
 

OVERNIGHT 

Razhü Pru 

This morning you will be transferred from the hotel to the base of Mt. Puliebadze, 
also known as Pt. 7522, during the battle of Kohima. From the base to the summit 
of Mt. Puliebadze it is a trek of about an hour. While walking up Mt. Puliebadze, 
you can imagine the much harder climb embarked upon by some of Grover's men 
looking to rout the Japanese upon Aradura Spur. Enjoy the spectacular views over 
Kohima from the peak. A light breakfast will be waiting for you at the base of the
mountain in a traditional Naga morung house. 

Proceed to Aradura Spur (the second of Grover's three prongs in his attempt to lift 
the siege of Kohima) and then to the village of Kigwema. You will be taken to the 
house where it is believe General Sato of the Japanese 31st Division resided during 
the Battle of Kohima. 

Lunch will be served alfresco in the village of Kigwema. 

You will be left at your leisure this evening. 

Sunday 12
Kohima - Kigwema - Kohima

 
Aradura Spur Exploration

Private car, driver; & English-speaking guide 
 
 
 

Kigwema Exploration
Private car, driver; & English-speaking guide 

 
  

Alfresco lunch at Kigwema
 



 Kohima to Jessami 
Private vehicles, driver & English-speaking guide  

OVERNIGHT 

Jessami Traveller Lodge 

This morning you will depart from Kohima, high into the Naga Hills to the village
of Jessami. 

Jessami was the site of a dramatic last stand battle when young and inexperienced
soldiers of the Assam Rifles battled against the onslaught of the Japanese Imperial
Army as they approached Kohima on their 'march on Delhi'.

Very few international tourists make it as far as Jessami, let alone stay overnight.
In addition to exploring the site of the Battle of Jessami, this day you will be able to
meet the local Naga people of Jessami and hear about the experience of the
villagers in a war that was not of their own making. 

Lunch and dinner will be served in the village, in traditional morung
constructions. After an evening with the villagers, overnight will be spent in the
simple Jessami Traveller Lodge. 

Monday 13 
Kohima - Jessami

Morung Lunch
Naga traditional lunch

Jessami Exploration

Morung Supper
Naga traditional supper 



At Kharasom, Captain Jock Young, a youthful
British officer attached to the locally raised
Assam Regiment, made a valiant last stand in
March 1944.

Japan's swift invasion of Myanmar in 1942 had
pushed British forces over the border into
Manipur and the Naga Hills. As the Allied troops
regrouped, Nagas were drafted to build jeep
tracks and act as scouts. They were also enlisted
in the Assam Regiment, units of which were sent
in early 1944 to the supposedly quiet postings of
Kharasom and Jessami. Instead, on 27 March,
these inexperienced soldiers faced the full thrust
of the Japanese advance into India. At
Kharasom, Young led his soldiers in a four-day
defense of the local garrison until 31st March,
when he instructed his men to escape while he
remained alone to face Japanese reinforcements.
His bravery cost him his life.

Read about Sampan’s recent visit to Kharasom
here: https://asia.nikkei.com/Life-
Arts/Life/How-history-is-shaping-the-future-
in-Nagaland

The Battle of
Kharasom

https://asia.nikkei.com/Life-Arts/Life/How-history-is-shaping-the-future-in-Nagaland


OVERNIGHT 

Hotel Ambrose

This morning you will wander down to the central Jessami bazaar for a local
breakfast. 

After breakfast you will continue along a road through the Naga Hills, roughly
adjacent to the old British jeep tracks built in the run-up to the Battle of Kohima. In
the nearby village of Kharasom you will visit the exact location of the dramatic last
stand by Captain Jock Young and the Assam Rifles who fought the Japanese here,
just before the Battle of Jessami. 

Travel on through the Naga Hills, stopping off at a small village for a local lunch.

This evening you will arrive at Ukhrul, town of the Tangkhul Nagas. You can enjoy
the dramatic scenery of the Naga Hills upon your ascent to Ukhrul. 

 

Tuesday 14
Jessami - Kharasom - Ukhrul

 
Jessami - Kharasom - Ukhrul

Private vehicles, drivers & English-speaking guide
 

Lunch
Local lunch on the way 

 
Kharasom Exploration

Private vehicles, drivers & English-speaking guide
 
 
 
 
 



 
Ukhrul - Shangshak - Imphal

Private vehicles, driver & English-speaking guide 

OVERNIGHT 

Classic Grande 

An early start this morning. Following breakfast, after passing through places
such as Litan and Finch’s Corner, which find mention in many war accounts, you
will reach Shangshak. Explore the area that made up the British defensive
position during the battle and learn of the ferociousness with which both sides
fought. Trenches dating back to 1944 can still be spotted in Shangshak, which also
affords glorious views of the hills of Ukhrul district. At Shangshak you will explore
the village with your guides and discuss the Battle of Shangshak and its
significance for the wider battles of Imphal & Kohima. 

Enjoy a local lunch in the home of a villager. 

You will then begin you ascent from the Naga Hills towards Imphal. Before
entering Imphal itself, visit both Runaway Hill  - site where Abdul Hafiz won his
VC - and Nungshigum, where the Allied masterly use of tanks blindsided the
Japanese.

Evening at leisure in Imphal. 

Wednesday 15 
Ukhrul - Shangshak - Imphal

 
Shangshak Exploration

Private vehicles, driver & English-speaking guide 

 
Shangshak Lunch

Local village homecooked lunch

 
Runaway Hill & Nungshigum Exploration

Private vehicles, driver & English-speaking guide



Captain Anthony Brett-James on Abdul Hafiz's
VC:

“Hafiz led his Jats in to the attack. They charged up the
hillside that was bare of cover, shouting their war-cry
as they neared the top. Then the waiting Japanese
opened fire with machine guns. On the approaching
Jats they threw down grenades. Jemadar Abdul Hafiz
was wounded at the outset. [...] Yet he dashed forward
and seized the enemy machine gun by the barrel ...

"[Hafiz] then took up a Bren gun [...] and
notwithstanding the heavy fire [...] he shot a number
of the Japanese soldiers. And so fiercely did he lead his
men that the enemy ran away: hence the name
Runaway Hill. But [Hafiz] was mortally wounded in
the chest, still grasping his Bren gun. To his men he
shouted [...] "Reorganize! I will give you covering fire."
But he died, without having been able to pull the
trigger.”  

Abdul Hafiz
VC



Lunch
Manipuri thali lunch

 
Indian Army Memorial 

Private vehicle, driver & English-speaking guide

OVERNIGHT 

Classic Grande 

A mid-morning start today. You will be taken first to the Indian Army
Commonwealth Cemetery, and there see the grave of Abdul Hafiz VC. 

You will be taken for a local lunch for a taste of 'Manipuri thali' - traditional
Manipuri food. 

In the afternoon you will visit the Kangla Fort and there explore the history
of Manipur: how it was invaded by the rapacious Burmese Court of Ava in
1819 and which led to "7 years of destruction." Hear how the British stepped
in ... and didn't leave. British heavy-handedness led to the dramatic, if
short-lived, Anglo-Manipuri War of 1891. See the cottage in which General
Bill Slim resided when in Imphal during the Burma Campaign, and learn
about the struggle and horror that Imphal has gone through since the end of
WW2 and becoming part of India. Imphal is Yai's hometown - and he can
speak with great passion and first-hand experience on its recent history. 

Visit the Women's Market of Imphal. This evening you will be left at your
leisure. 

Thursday 16
Imphal 

Imphal Half Day Exploration
Private vehicles, drivers & English-speaking guide



At the centre of Imphal is the Kangla Fort from
which the Majarajah once ruled. In 1813, the
Burmese invaded and initiated years of
destruction. The British were invited by the
Manipuris to step-in but then didn't left. A
dynastic dispute in the 1890s led to heavy-
handed interference: the Commissioner was
killed, a small British invasion mounted and
control re-established.  

The 1944 Battle of Imphal was a defining
moment. Yaiphaba Kangjam writes that
afterwards society found itself to be “no longer
[...] conservative and ill-informed." Men began
switching dhotis for trousers, driving
motorcycles like American GIs and using the
word ‘OK’.  

Post-WW2, resistance to Delhi saw the Assam
Regiment battle against insurgents. Only
recently has peace been restored. The Kangla
Fort - once a site of terror - was only recently
handed back by the Assam Regiment to the
Manipuris.  

Introduction to
Imphal



 
Tiddim Road Exploration and Old Silchar Track 

Private vehicles, drivers & English-speaking guide
 

Lunch
With the Manipur Mountaineering & Trekking 

Association 

OVERNIGHT 

Classic Grande

Today you will be driven out of Imphal to the Imphal Peace Museum situated at the
foot of Red Hill. 

After this, continue to Bishenpur and hear about the battle of the Tiddim Road. You
will then be driven up the Old Silchar Track towards Point 2846 and then walk along
the ridgeline to get a sense of the terrain that the Gurkhas and Japanese were
flighting on. This walk will culminate at a peak with stunning views over the Loktak
Lake. Enjoy lunch in the hills courtesy of the Manipur Mountaineering & Trekking
Association. 

After lunch return to Imphal and visit the British Army Commonwealth War
Graves, where Orde Wingate was buried and where still lies Sergeant Hanson who
won his VC on the Tiddim Road near Ningthoukhong

Please Note: The walk from the Old Silchar Track is not too strenuous. But those who do not
wish to do it can instead visit the INA museum and memorial at Moirang, and the village of
Ningthoukhong, site of two VCs, before joining the rest of the group for lunch. 

Friday 17
Imphal



 
Shennam Saddle Exploration

Private car, driver & English-speaking guide
 

Lunch
Gabi's Café 

OVERNIGHT 

Classic Grande 

Travel south out of Imphal towards the Shenam Saddle. Just outside of Imphal,
you will pass by Khurai Chingangbam Mandap. Here, on 20 April 1943 a feast was
held for those who had taken shelter in different villages to escape the bombing of
Imphal. Khuraijam Nimaicharana Singh, who was just a boy at the time, in
conversation with Yai, recalls what happened next: 

"It was around noon that we heard the thundering sounds of unseen planes in the sky. Anti-
aircraft guns from the ground started firing at them. For some minutes the deafening sounds
of the guns and the explosion of the bombs dropped by the planes at different targets and the
noise of the fighter planes rented the sky. People rushed to the nearest trenches, ponds or
ditches to take cover. The impact of the Japanese bombing that day was so deadly and
powerful that it will not be forgotten easily by the people who experienced or saw it."  

You will proceed up and over the Shenam Saddle stopping off at famous sites such
as Scraggy, Nippon and Recce. Hear all about the fierce fighting in the area and
see if you can spot trenches dating back to 1944.

Enjoy lunch at Gabi's Restaurant on the Saddle before returning to Imphal. 

Saturday  18
Imphal 



OVERNIGHT 

Classic Grande 

This morning you will be left at leisure. 

After lunch you will depart Imphal along the Imphal-Kohima Road. This road was
in 1944 – and remains today – Manipur’s lifeline and main connection to the
outside world. Stop off at sites with great significance for the Burma Campaign
such as: the Imphal Koirengai Airfield (the main airfield of Imphal and 4 Corps
HQ, where Slim, Stopford and Christenson were knigheted and also where
Wingate’s final flight took off from); Kanglatongbi War Memorial and the nearby
bridge; Milestone 109; and Kangkopi - where Honda blew the bridge and initiated
the blockade of Imphal.

Turning back to Imphal, you will stop off at Sekmai. Manipur is officially a dry
state. But the one official exception is the whiskey made at Sekmai. We will
arrange a tasting of the best of Sekmai whiskey along with some local snacks. This
will be your last evening with Yai - and a chance for everyone to enjoy a well-
deserved drink! 

 

Sunday 19 
Imphal 

 
Imphal-Kohima Road Half Day Tour

Private vehicles, drivers & English-speaking guide 

 
Whiskey-Tasting

 



 
Imphal Airport Transfer

Private vehicles, drivers & English-speaking guide 

OVERNIGHT 

The Oberoi Grande 

Today you will be transferred to Imphal Airport to catch your flight to Kolkata. 

At Kolkata you will be transferred into the city and check-in to the Oberoi Grand. 

This evening you will walk the short distance to the apartment of Bomti Iyengar.
Bomti, socialite and art-dealer, is a life-long resident of Kolkata and lives in the
same grand apartment that his parents owned directly on Chowringhee with views
out over the Maidan. Kolkata is not what it once was: far from being the capital of
India it is now regarded by some as a tier two city, far outstripped in commerce and
development by Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore. Where Kolkata does excel is in
history, art and cuisine. All can be savoured at Bomti's. 

Kolkata may sometimes be described as "dying", but here at Bomti's you will see
that there is life in the old girl yet ... and the star still shines. 

Here you will have the chance to view (and, if you wish, purchase) contemporary
Bengali artwork and raise your glass together on your final evening. 

Monday 20 
Imphal - Kolkata

 
Imphal to Kolkata

Flight
 

Kolkata Airport Transfer
Private vehicles & drivers

 
Supper at Bomti's 

 



Today you will be left at leisure until ready for your transfer to Kolkata 
International Airport. 

Tuesday 21
Kolkata

 
Kolkata Airport Transfer

Private vehicles & drivers

End of this Journey 

Beginning of Another … 



Dr Robert Lyman FRHistS is a writer and historian. He is a Research
Fellow at the Changing Character of War Centre, Pembroke College,
University of Oxford. 

After finishing a twenty-year career in the British Army in 2001 he has
published widely on the Second World War in Europe, North Africa and
Asia. 

He is Field Marshal Bill Slim’s military biographer. His presentation of
the case for Slim won a National Army Museum debate in 2011 for
Britain’s Greatest General and his case for Kohima/Imphal won a
National Army Museum debate in 2013 for Britain’s Greatest Battle. 

Rob is an elected Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and has been a
trustee of the Kohima Educational Trust since 2004, and Chairman
between 2008-2016. Rob has been working with Sampan since 2020.  

Dr Robert Lyman
WW2 Historian
Dates of Service: 8-20 November 2023 



Yai is passionate about Manipur and its rich history. He has extensively
researched the Battle of Imphal. It never ceases to fascinate him that the
environs of his hometown, Imphal, were the setting for one of the
greatest battles of all time. The more he learns, however, the more he
realises how much more there is to discover – not just about Imphal,
but also about its twin battle at Kohima in 1944 and indeed the entire
Burma Campaign. 

Yai holds a MA in Tourism Management. His master's thesis was on
Battlefield Tourism, with special reference to Manipur. Yai speaks a
little Burmese and is trying to further improve his proficiency of the
language. 

Yai lives in Imphal with his wife and children. 

Yaiphaba 'Yai' Kangjam
WW2 Historian & Guide
Dates of Service: 10-20 November 2023



The Glenburn Penthouse has been a labour of love for owner
Husna-Tara Prakash. 

Around the turn of the millennium, Husna-Tara restored a
planter’s bungalow at the Glenburn Tea Estate near Darjeeling
into a boutique hotel looking out over the rolling tea fields. A
decade later, she turned her sights upon Kolkata, renovating an
office warehouse in the centre of the city into The Glenburn
Penthouse. It took her seven years to create – seven years to get
just right. 

Spread over three floors The Glenburn Penthouse is both an
escape from the city and a love-letter to it. Each of the nine rooms
has been immaculately designed. There is a small library, a spa
and a glorious restaurant like the drawing room of your most
fabulous acquaintance. 

FLASH POINT: Dip into the infinity pool upon the rooftop and look out
over Kolkata’s Maidan and the glorious Victoria Memorial at dusk.

The Glenburn Penthouse
Kolkata



Razhü Pru was once a large private residence at the foot of the hill
which leads to the old ‘Naga Village’ upon which Kohima town
grew. Today, it is a boutique hotel offering the most characterful
sojourns in Nagaland. 

Not everything works in Razhü Pru. Some sockets are stubbornly
stiff; some switches appear to serve no purpose; some doors
require wiggling to open. But Razhü Pru is full of heart. Evening
meals in the hotel are sublime and breakfast is large. There is also
a small garden and veranda upon which to sit, read and take a
break from current of Kohima. 

FLASH POINT: Nagaland is a dry state but if you do happen to come
across a bottle of whiskey, crack it open in the central drawing room at
Razhü Pru and enjoy with your fellow travellers the sounds of the old Naga
Village at nightfall. 

Razhü Pru
Kohima



The Ambrose Hotel is one of the newest hotels in the town of
Ukhrul. Situated just outside of the town centre (but on the road
leading north towards Jessami and Kharasom), this hotel is an
ideal place for a one-night pit-stop when travelling in northern
Manipur State. 

The rooms are clean and functional and there is a bar and
restaurant at the very top of the hotel. Look out over the horizon
and try to spot the jeep tracks used in WW2.

Ukhrul itself is the home of the Tangkhul Nagas, and although
once a quiet and sleepy town how now expanded and grown to
become the Naga hub in this region of Manipur. It is worth
stepping out of the hotel to explore. 

FLASH POINT: Wake up before dawn to watch the sun rise over the
Naga Hills.  

The Ambrose Hotel
Ukhrul



The Classic Grande Hotel is a symbol of a new Imphal. A peaceful,
confident and friendly Imphal optimistically stepping forward
into the future. 

North-eastern India is not known for its top accommodation but
Classic Grande bucks the trend with smart, spacious and bright
rooms, courteous and efficient service and an eclectic variety of
food on offer. 

When we have stayed at Classic Grande in the past the team have
always been welcoming and helpful – the housekeeping manager
popping by to introduce himself and ask how he can help. The
water in the bathroom runs hot and strong and thick curtains and
a soft mattress allow for a full night’s sleep. 

Flash Point: Evening dining is best in the kebab restaurant on the top
floor. Look out over the view of Imphal at night while waiting for your
order. 

Imphal
Classic Grande



The Oberoi Grand is not Kolkata’s oldest hotel but it has
established itself at the city’s grandest – referred to today as the
‘Grand Dame of Chowringhee.’ 

The entrance to the hotel is at the very belly of New Market –
Kolkata’s most bustling strip, apart from perhaps the Malik Ghat
Flower Market and Howrah Station itself. Once through the gates
of the Oberoi guests and visitors can be assured of proficient and
obliging service, competent and tactful attention.  

There is a pool in the central courtyard of the hotel meaning that it
is possible to kick-back and soak up the sun while in the heart of
the city. 

FLASH POINT: Enjoy a wide array of Indian and Bengali dishes at the
ThreeSixtyThree restaurant, served with tip-top professionalism and
plenty of white napkins. 

The Oberoi Grand
Kolkata



per person in a shared twin / double room  - US$ 6,549 
per person in their own twin / double room - US$ 6,999

Quotation 



Full transfer service in private vehicles
Domestic flights: Kolkata to Dimapur, and Imphal to Kolkata 
(with 25 kgs check-in baggage)
Accommodation with daily breakfast as per itinerary - as well 
as a picnic breakfast on 12 November 2023
Lunch on the 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 November 2023 
including picnic lunch in Kigwema 
Supper on the 8, 10, 11, 13 and 20 November 2023, including a 
Welcome Dinner (contemporary Bengali tasting menu with 
wine pairing) and Farewell Dinner
Whiskey tasting on 19 November 2023
Dr Robert Lyman's expertise as he accompanies the group from 
8-20 November in Kolkata, Nagaland and Manipur 
Yaiphba Kangjam's expertise as he guides the group from 8-20 
November 2023 in Nagaland and Manipur
Local expert guide 9 November 2023 in Kolkata
Local village guides in Nagaland and Manipur
All zone and entrance fees and permits
Carbon Offsetting Charge for domestic flights, to be donated to 
the Kohima Educational Society (this can be removed upon 
request)

 

Any services not explicitly mentioned in 
itinerary
International flights
Lunch on the 8, 19, 20 and 21 November 2023
Supper on the 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 21 
November 2023
Early check-in or late check-out at hotels (can be 
requested)
Tips to guide, driver and others 
Photography / videography fees
Travel insurance 
Visa fees
All personal expenses

Included in Quote Excluded from Quote 



BERTIE@SAMPANTRAVEL.COM 


